EE595 Capstone Design Presentations

Friday, May 8 in EMS-E250

Presentation Times

Team 5: 8:00 – 9:50AM → Electronic Race Torch
Brittany Vlies, Rishab Baradwaj, Hussien Mohssien, Mitchell Johnson, Marcus Busse

Team 3: 10:00 – 11:50AM → Bicycle Safety System
Daniil Rabinovich, Thomas St. Marie, Michael Leaf, Adam Tomcheck, Eric Kreiter

Best Project Award Fall 2014: 12:10 – 12:25PM → Surface Vibration Audio Player
Sean Harvey, John Johnston, Ashraf Al-Hajjeh, Matthew Maletta, Eric Clark

Team 1: 12:30 – 2:20PM → EV Battery Management System
Joshua Sieber, Scott Haskins, Sue Lor, Benjamin Ahles, Mitchell Auping

Team 6: 2:30 – 4:20PM → Water Purification Control System
Yuqiu Jiang, Guanchu Chen, Quinton Presley, Zhuoyu Jiang, Frank Andersen, Jinduo Li

Team 2: 4:30 – 6:20PM → Wireless Sensor Data Acquisition System
Arielle Walker, Bo Yuan, Sarosh Khalid, Christopher Hudy, Arsalan Ahmed

Team 4: 6:30 – 8:20PM → Wrist Band Pulse Oximeter
Zachary Cruz, Kehali HaileSelassie, Yifan Li, Yunrui Wang, Yinxi Lin